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Industrial & Systems
Engineering at Rutgers
Since the 1980s, the U.S. industry and
society as a whole have been shaken by
transformative changes initiated by advances in computing, communication, and
automation sciences. Rutgers’ Department
of Industrial and Systems Engineering is
among the leading institutions that have
made the integration of human, machine,
and information common grounds for research and education. Emphasizing its core
competency in reliability engineering, advanced manufacturing, and smart systems,
the department is pushing ahead with new
endeavors in emerging technical areas and
focusing on educating the next generation
of engineers and technology leaders.
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Collaboration with Ford Leads to More Efficient
Manufacturing Operations
The Ford Motor Company has been exploring
the strength of big data analytics in bolstering
quality and streamlining processes over the
years. Extensive data has been recorded
from information sources across a host of
manufacturing processes and connected
vehicles to improve and transform business.
Since 2016, Rutgers School of Engineering’s
Weihong (Grace) Guo, assistant professor
of industrial and systems engineering, has
worked on a series of research projects with
Ford and its Global Data Insight and Analytics
(GDI&A) team focused on manufacturing
operations.
Within its full scope, the GDI&A team handles
data across all of Ford’s business units, from
production data, to mobility data, to supply

chain, to credit. As part of Ford’s university
alliance with Rutgers, Guo—whose research
interests include data analytics and qualityoriented design and modeling of complex
manufacturing systems—has access to
manufacturing data from Ford production
plants located all over the world that might
include cycle time, throughput, warnings,
faults, maintenance, shift notes, product
quality, and more.
Guo’s research collaborator at Ford, Rajeev
Kalamdani, senior analytics scientist for
manufacturing analytics at GDI&A, says
all of this collected data allows Ford to
harvest technology and improve traditional
Continued on p. 3
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Message from the chair

Professor Luxhøj named
SOE Professor of the
Year by the EGC

Innovation is at the core of engineering. In industrial and systems
engineering, innovation stretches across a wide spectrum of industries

Professor James T. Luxhøj was named

that include healthcare, energy, manufacturing, finance, transportation,

Professor of the Year by the student-

groundbreaking research, launching students into exciting professions,

the 2018 School of Engineering

and more. Within these areas, our department is conducting

led Engineering Governing Council

and celebrating the careers of many of our successful alumni.

(EGC). Luxhøj, who is the recipient

of multiple EGC teaching excellence
awards, was honored at the EGC

In this issue we share some examples of the impact we are making across these fronts. Our lead
story features the research of assistant professor Weihong (Grace) Guo whose collaboration

Leadership Banquet on Sunday, April

with Ford Motor Company and its Global Data Insight and Analytics team is advancing her

research duties, Luxhøj serves as the

manufacturing operations. Her research involves comprehensive methodologies for intelligently

22. In addition to his teaching and

research area of focus while contributing to improved output, efficiencies, and costs to Ford’s

ISE undergraduate director and the IISE

interpreting and analyzing large amounts of complex data.

faculty advisor.

We feature two alumni in this issue who have made an impact: Doreen Cook Hagerty ENG’57 and
Stephen Bray ENG’98, GSNB’03. Doreen was one of the first women to graduate with a degree
in industrial engineering which she put to good use in the field of hospital management. Steve is
currently chief executive officer and president of KMB Design Group, a full-service engineering
firm. He and his wife Kerry have generously established a scholarship to benefit IE students.

Continued Success
for Department IISE
Student Chapter
For the twelfth consecutive year the
IISE Rutgers University chapter was

awarded Gold status in recognition of

the chapter’s improvements, progress,

Our students are doing great things with Ari Mendelow ENG’18 part of a finalist team competing
for the $1 million Hult Prize with their clean water innovation. After taking part in a leadership
accelerator program in London for Hult finalists (the winner will be announced in the fall) Ari will
begin his career with Cognizant. Graduate student Zhe Gao has had some nice achievement for
his machine learning and advanced manufacturing research.
Across all of our constituencies, the Rutgers IE department is focusing on problems of real interest
to industry and society and making a meaningful impact. I am pleased to share our successes in
these pages.

and overall achievements for the

academic year 2017-2018. The Rutgers
chapter was under the direction of

Lana Sharp ENG’18 who served as the

Mohsen A. Jafari, Ph.D.
Chair, Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering

president and IISE fellow and Rutgers

professor James T. Luxhøj who assisted
as faculty advisor.

Join our ISE community on LinkedIn.
This is a closed group for ISE alumni
and friends where we can share news,
information, and opportunities.
Visit LinkedIn and search Rutgers
Industrial and Systems Engineering
(RISE) to join.
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ISE Industry Meet and Greet Day
As we prepare students to advance to careers
as industrial engineering professionals, the ISE
department invited industry representatives
to attend a meet and greet session during
the spring semester. This successful event was
attended by companies across a variety of
industries, including Barnes and Noble, BristolMeyers Squibb, Colgate Palmolive, Goldman
Sachs, IBM, Infor, JP Morgan, Nestle, UPS,
and others. Students had the opportunity to
speak informally with company representatives
and exchange contact information. The follow
up for some students included more formal
interviews and job offers. n

Lead Story (continued from page 1)

The above graphic illustrates the results of Helium Leak Testing conducted by ISE professor Weihong (Grace) Guo using data collected from Ford's manufacturing plants.

manufacturing floor that improve output and
lower lifecycle costs.
For Guo and her research team—which spans
doctoral students to undergraduates—having
access to large sets of actual manufacturing
data allows them to generate stronger
research results. Working with Ford, the team
can then see how their findings respond in
actual manufacturing settings.
Prior to using data for manufacturing process
improvements, diagnostic and repair entries
were merely analyzed by simple visualization
with hidden information seldom extracted or
explored. The lack of comprehensive methodologies for intelligently interpreting and
analyzing the diagnostic and repair information was impacting output and costs.

picking and placing, however if the gantry isn’t
functioning properly, the entire manufacturing
line shuts down.
The resulting analysis, says Guo, discovered
that while the gantry is generally reliable it
suffers a lot of small repairs, meaning that the
number of failures is high but most can be
fixed quickly. However, the maintenance person may not always be available. A two-minute
repair might take an hour while waiting for the
repairman to show up.
“We investigated gantry operation data and
developed methods to discover patterns indicating potential gantry failure,” says Guo. “By
doing so, we could predict when failures are
about to happen, and then messages are sent
to the repair team in a timely manner.”

“The diagnostic information and end-line repair information, which comes in high-dimensional form, contains a large amount of data
with hidden but rich and insightful knowledge
that can be used to facilitate effective monitoring of diagnostic information, quick identification of fault root causes, and intelligent
end-line repairs,” continues Guo.

A more recent project looked at the Helium
Leak Test, which is a critical step in transmission manufacturing. The plant noticed that the
test machine was very unreliable, having a lot
of down time. Guo’s research group developed methods to detect trends in the manufacturing data based on predictable machine
failure patterns and the root causes involved.

One of the research projects Guo worked on
with Ford involved gantry operation data. Gantry is considered a critical asset responsible for

In this project, she says, the data were very
complex and the trends were very difficult
to detect.

“We developed a few methods, some better
for online monitoring, some better for offline,
and some easier for parameter tuning, to
detect certain trends,” explains Guo. “We
then developed methods for prognostics and
root cause identification, and we also looked
at their past maintenance records and shift
notes.”
As the process is “productionized,” Guo will
transfer the program code to Ford GDI&A for
testing and subsequent implementation in
their transmission manufacturing plant.
With this project wrapping up, Guo will look
to extend the pattern recognition to the entire
system, not just one machine. This calls for hierarchical, data-driven methods for equipment
prognostics and health management.
“I’m looking forward to taking on this third
research project with Ford and the GDI&A
team,” says Guo. “This relationship is not only
supporting my research, but it also allows Ford
to develop relationships with Rutgers students
who can advance to internships and careers
within the company.” n
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Rutgers Students Shine in Hult Prize Competition
sustainable social enterprise that harnesses the
power of energy to transform the lives of 10
million people by 2025, according to the Hult
Prize challenge document.

Team SULIS includes Rutgers Honors College
students Anurag Modak, Yuki Osumi, Sarah
Pomeranz, and Ari Mendelow (pictured left to right).

Two teams made Rutgers history by winning
Hult Prize Regional Competitions for their
groundbreaking energy innovations. Known
as the Nobel Prize for students, the Hult Prize
is the world’s largest engine for innovative
startups emerging from college campuses.
This year’s challenge was to build a scalable,

Both winning teams included Rutgers engineering students along with students majoring
in accounting, management, biology, chemistry, and sociology. These cross-disciplinary
groups were able to combine their skills to
conceptualize an innovation and develop and
present a plan, advancing to the final competition, which includes an eight-week accelerator
program in London over the summer.
Among team SULIS is industrial and systems
engineering recent graduate Ari Mendelow.
For their project, the team developed
energy-efficient water sanitation devices that

function under a range of weather conditions.
The groundbreaking technology harnesses
energy directly from the sun, enabling it to
sanitize water without relying on existing infrastructure. Not only is it more efficient and less
expensive than existing methods, the product
can be manufactured by local workers using
locally-sourced materials.
The SULIS team won the Rutgers Hult
Prize pitch competition in December 2017,
advancing to the Boston Regional competition
where they captured first place in March.
The other Rutgers engineering team created
a zero-energy method for capturing fresh
rain water and maintaining the water's quality
until ready for use. The overall winner will be
announced in September. n

Six Topics with Ari Mendelow ENG’18
Recent School of Engineer graduate Ari Mendelow is embarking on the next phase of his life with much to look forward to. In March, he and his teammates
learned that they were regional finalists in the Hult Prize Competition. Mendelow’s group, team SULIS, developed an energy-efficient water sanitation
device that gets its energy directly from the sun. Below, Mendelow shares his thoughts on everything from his time as a Rutgers engineering student,
senior design challenges, and the Hult Prize.
1. SoE Highlights
The highlight of my experience at the School
of Engineering was my senior design project. Being able to take full ownership over a
project and work on something that was more
than just problems in a textbook was really
rewarding and a great learning experience.
2. Senior Design Project
The Rutgers Automated Pipeline Inspection
Device, a semi-autonomous robot for external
pipeline inspection and analysis.
3. Future Plans
My immediate post-graduation plans are
SULIS! I’m excited to be attending the Hult
Prize accelerator in London this summer and
am looking forward to the future of SULIS
and what I think it can become. In January,
I will be starting full time at Cognizant, but
I’ll continue working on projects, including
SULIS, in my spare time. I think it’s important
to always be working on different ventures and
constantly learning.
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4. Winning the Regional Competition
It’s been an incredible experience. I’ve never
participated in a competition that had so much
camaraderie. The competition comes second
to what we’re trying to do, improve the lives
of the less fortunate, and it was amazing to be
surrounded by people who shared that mindset. Winning the regional final takes us closer
to achieving our goal of bringing clean water
to those without it. It opens doors and provides us with opportunities that will ultimately
aid in further iterating and testing our product
so that we can sooner provide sanitized water
to the many communities without it.
The accelerator runs from July 22 to September 1, but prior to that we went to India to
pilot our prototype.
5. How I Contribute
The biggest asset that comes from an engineering background is the problem-solving
and persevering mindset. No matter how
challenging a problem might be, being able

to work through it head-on and learning new
skills when needed is something that helps
in every facet of my life, not just this venture.
More than the many technical skills learned
through the Rutgers School of Engineering
curriculum, it is the belief that I can do or learn
anything that truly makes the difference.
6. Advice to New Students
My advice to incoming engineering students is
two-pronged: never give up, and focus on who
you want to be rather than what you want to
do. Don’t get bogged down thinking that you
need to follow a specific career path. n

alumnus profile

ISE Alumni Spotlight: Stephen Bray ENG’98, GSNB’03
Steve Bray holds B.S. and M.S. degrees in industrial and systems engineering from Rutgers and an
M.B.A. from Monmouth University. He is a founding partner and the president and chief executive
officer of KMB Design Group, a full-service engineering firm headquartered in Wall Township,
New Jersey. The firm guides projects from conception to completion to provide comprehensive
engineering solutions to clients both in the U.S. and Europe. A licensed engineer in 49 states, he
is also a member of the National Society of Professional Engineers and the Institute of Industrial
Engineers. He and his wife recently established the Stephen and Kerry Bray Scholarship, a need- and
merit-based scholarship for students in the Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, and he
is a member of the department’s Industry Advisory Board.

“

At Rutgers, I learned to be a
leader. I learned problem-solving
skills—I learned to gather facts
well and talk to different people to
find answers.

“

What is your focus at KMB Design Group?
I’m a partner in KMB Design Group, which
we started in 2008. It now has a team of 125
employees and contractors that covers the
country. I’m also the president and CEO and
the engineer of record on the majority of our
projects. My main job these days is running the
company, overseeing financial aspects, and
doing long-term strategic planning.
Why did you choose Rutgers School of
Engineering?
Obviously, it had a great reputation. I went to
the University of Virginia for my first two years.
I had a good summer job at DLB Associates,
an engineering firm in Eatontown, NJ, where
I had a great mentor who encouraged me to
look into Rutgers SoE. I did and ended up
transferring for my final two years.
What was your first job after graduation?
I worked throughout my undergraduate
degree at DLB Associates, commuting up to
Rutgers. After graduation, I stayed with DLB
Associates for four years. My first mentor there
also encouraged me to go back to school for
my M.S. and M.B.A. degrees. My bachelor’s
degree gave me a good broad base. My
master’s in industrial engineering let me finetune that.

Which KMB Design projects are exciting to
you right now?

What career advice would you offer new SoE
graduates?

One of our most exciting projects started three
years ago and continues to this day. It is a
large-scale design and deployment of a small
cell distributed antenna system throughout the
nation. We have completed the designs on
over 15,000 projects in 46 states, D.C., and the
U.S. Virgin Islands. This is exciting because it
will provide faster mobile phone coverage at a
fraction of the cost of previous deployments.

I think it’s fairly important to really keep your
eyes open for a strong mentor who can help you
along the way. In addition, I highly recommend
pursuing your professional engineering license—
it will considerably enhance your future work
opportunities.

What innovations are emerging in the
areas KMB Design focuses on?

The problem-solving skills and the good diversity
at Rutgers. I learned to work with people
from different walks of life and work in teams.
I learned to be open to that and to knowing
that you can solve problems from different
perspectives. I can’t speak highly enough of my
Rutgers education.

Small cell distributed antenna systems
have definitely emerged to the forefront in
the telecom industry. We are also seeing
continuous technological improvements in the
solar industry. We are tasked with the design
of large-scale solar farms and the costs for
deployment, the strategies for configuring
the solar arrays, and the enhancements in
the panels have increased the adoption of
solar energy—which is a fantastic clean and
sustainable source of energy.
How would you describe your leadership
style?
I try to be even-keeled and not let things upset
me. Instead, I try to convey confidence that we
can solve any problem and make any process
more efficient.
What do you look for in a new hire?
I look for the same traits as for the scholarship.
It’s a combination of energy level and
communication. You can see it in their eyes that
they want to make a concerted effort. That’s
important to us.

What do you most value about your School
of Engineering education?

Take Five with Steve Bray
1. Guilty Pleasure: Netflix binger.
2. Favorite App: Evernote, definitely.
3. Vacation Spot: Iceland. My family is from
there. The air is clear, the food great, the people
are nice. The tap water is the best you’ll ever
drink.
4. Good Read: The Seven Decisions by Andy
Andrews.
5. One thing/person that recently inspired
you: The cave rescue efforts for the Thai
soccer team and their coach were nothing
short of amazing. The bravery, perseverance,
coordination, and planning were unbelievable. n
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ISE Senior Design Group Goes Rogue

Pictured (left to right): Lucille Esposito, Gabriel Borger, Luke Dante, and Jane Pruszkowski.

For many ISE majors, senior design project
is where the magic happens. All the lectures,
homework, research, tests, and quizzes
amalgamate into a final ta-da moment of
engineering triumph. For Gabriel Borger,
Luke Dante, Lucy Esposito, and Jane
Pruszkowski, their senior design project also
propelled them to the 2018 IISE conference
competitions, regionally and nationally, where
they competed and won second and third
place, respectively.
“Our project goal was to design a system
to solve the last stretch of any delivery
logistics problem, also known as the final
mile problem,” says Borger, who along with
Pruszkowski presented their research at IISE.
“While most delivery companies use some
sort of hub-based or hub-spoke system to
plan their deliveries and delivery routes, we
decided to create a new method for planning
deliveries: the network-based model.”
The team determined that while hub-based
systems are good for moving a lot of the same
products from a single starting point to a
specific destination, they wanted to develop
a system that could operate from varying
starting and ending points.
"Our network-based system is designed to
pick up and drop-off delivered goods while
remaining free from a distribution center
while also integrating driverless vehicles,"
says Pruszkowski.
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The project scope included a mathematical
model of a network-based delivery system;
algorithms to define zoning, monitor capacity,
and identify optimal delivery routes; and
software that takes in user inputs such as
pick-up and delivery address and fetches live
transit data.
The team’s faculty adviser, Weihong (Grace)
Guo, challenged the team to also showcase
their hardware skills and build a minimum
viable prototype—a self-driving robotic car
they named Rogue.
For Pruszkowski, the Rogue project allowed
her to work within her IE sweet spot, which
lies between problem solving and strategic
decision making.

Faculty advisor Weihong (Grace) Guo
encouraged the team to create a

self-driving vehicle to further highlight

their senior design project. “The name
Rogue stems from the difficulty we

had configuring this thing,” says team
member Jane Pruszkowski.

“These IE concepts bring together a wide
range of knowledge and experience to make
something happen—that’s what excites me
about IE,” she says.

“The robot’s brain is wired (and

Borger is continuing to explore the possibilities of Rogue while at the same time settling
into his new position with IBM where he is
an associate offering manager working on
democratizing Artificial Intelligence (AI).

detecting the path in front of them. Our

“I’m hoping to start a company with a few
friends and see if we can implement the
work we did from this design project in
the real world,” he says. “Currently we’re
pursuing a variety of patents and hopefully
some investors!” n

commanded) to follow a ‛line’ or the
path we make for it. This is dynamic
because the sensors are actively

robot chose to follow her own path (not
what she was commanded), until the
night before the final presentation!”

alumna profile

Doreen Cook Hagerty, ENG’57
One of SoE’s first women graduates enjoyed long career in hospital management engineering

As an eighth grader in Newark, New Jersey,
Doreen Cook Hagerty had no intention of
going to college when she enrolled in a
vocational high school to learn how to be an
engineering secretary. She soon transferred,
however, to a high school with a college prep
course, where her counselor urged her to
apply to Rutgers. Admitted with a full tuition
scholarship in 1953, Hagerty studied industrial
engineering—becoming one of the first women to graduate from the School of Engineering
four years later.
“I can’t say that I faced any obstacles as a
woman engineering student,” Hagerty recalls.
“Nobody caused me to feel that I wasn’t welcome. In fact, I think a lot of faculty specifically
reached out to me in helpful ways.”

She worked for two years after graduating with
the Dorr Company, which had been founded by Rutgers alumnus JVN Dorr. After her
marriage, she moved to California, where she
worked as an IE for the Alameda Naval Air Station’s Overhaul and Repair Department, Plant
Layout Group while her husband was studying
at San Anselmo Presbyterian Seminary. Following stints in parishes in California and Lincoln,
Nebraska, the Hagertys moved to the Chicago
area in 1966.
Hagerty had just been accepted by Northwestern University’s IE master’s program when
her son was born. Eventually, after earning her
degree, she embarked on a long and rewarding career in healthcare. “It was a pragmatic
decision to do that at the time,” she says. “I
had no idea I would find it so interesting.”
She served as the Management Engineering
Director at St. Mary of Nazareth Hospital
in Chicago before joining the University of
Chicago Hospitals as Director of Management
Engineering, where she worked until she
retired ten years ago.
During the course of her career, Hagerty—who
was actively involved in professional societies

such as the Institute of Industrial and Systems
Engineers’ Society for Health Systems (SHS)
and the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS)—saw many
changes in the ways hospitals collected and
analyzed data.
“When I was first hired, hospitals used simple
metrics like patient days to determine how efficiently we used staff. We used a fairly simple
computerized program to calculate results,”
she explains. “More recently, decision support
computer systems were able to give detailed
data to answer individual questions.”
A lifelong learner, who satisfies her curiosity
these days by taking courses at Northwestern,
Hagerty values Rutgers’ excellent reputation.
“I was never any place where people didn’t
recognize that I’d been to a university where
I would have gotten a good education,” she
says. “I have nothing but respect for what
Rutgers has done—both for me and for other
students and graduates,” she says.
Visit soe.rutgers.edu/story/hagerty to read the
full Q&A interview with Doreen Hagerty. n

Awards Fund Graduate Student Travel; Paper Wins Best Award
Doctoral student Zhe Gao received a National
Science Foundation Student Travel Award
enabling him to attend MSEC 2018/NAMRC
46 (Manufacturing Science and Engineering and the North American Manufacturing
Research Conferences) over the summer at the
University of Texas A&M in College Station.
During the conference, he presented a paper
outlining his research in advanced manufacturing, co-authored with Gao's advisor ISE professor Weihong Guo and collaborator Jingjing Li
of Penn State. The paper was ranked number
one among the 200 papers presented and won
the Best Paper Award at the conference.
Gao’s ongoing research focuses on the
application of data fusion and machine
learning techniques for advanced manufacturing process, especially for the lightweight

“The NSF travel award provided a great
opportunity for me to communicate with and
learn from other scholars in the same and
relative research fields at this conference,”
commented Gao upon his return.

material joining processes. He is developing
new algorithms to enable the in-situ real time
non-destructive evaluation methods for quality
detection and process monitoring with a
goal towards reducing manufacturing waste
and cost, increase productivity, and provide
high evaluation accuracy compared to the
traditional methods.

He not only acquired additional knowledge in
his field, the conference exposed him to the
cooperation that exists among universities,
government, and industry to develop and
launch high-end manufacturing systems.
“None of the advanced techniques could be
developed without the close and smooth cooperation among these three parts,” said Gao,
who looks forward to the future when he can
contribute to this cooperative effort. n
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Tiffany & Co. Internship Leads to Student Competition Win
Since 2013, students have been hosting and organizing Interns Present during National Engineers Week in February. The event brings together students,
faculty, alumni, and industry representatives for student presentations that highlight the impact of internships and the importance of industry-university
relations in an engineering education. The students craft concise, professional presentations that are judged by faculty, industry, and alumni.
ISE student Brittany Yesner ENG’19 was named the 2018 Interns Present winner. Below she shares her thoughts on the experience.

What were your goals for Interns Present?
When I entered Interns Present, it was solely to
tell my peers about the valuable experience I
gained at Tiffany & Co. My goal going into the
event was to make it to the final round. I really
did not expect to win.
What was the focus of your presentation?
My presentation focused on the key project I
worked on as an intern. I was very lucky that I
had gotten to keep some of my presentations
from the summer for my personal records.
The key project I worked on improved the
way the work management system allocated
jobs to a pick path. The purpose of the project
was to increase the efficiency of the picking
work element.
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My presentation also touched upon how I
landed the internship, the company values and
corporate culture of Tiffany & Co., and lessons
I learned from my internship.
Where are you interning this summer?

What was your prize as IP winner?
I won an iPad. I mostly use it to watch Netflix
but I’ve also found it useful for keeping lesson
plans handy that I use at my job as a Learning
Assistant during school. n

I am interning at South Jersey Gas as a system
planning intern.
What do you hope to do after graduation?
I recently started exploring the idea of
getting a master’s degree in industrial and
systems engineering from Rutgers. I am also
applying to engineering rotation programs at
companies in the South Jersey/Philadelphia
area.
Brittany Yesner shares her internship experiences
working at Tiffany & Co., during Interns Present
competition.

